1858 - 2008

"Only those will earn
respect for themselves who

respect and honour
their forebears."
Bergrat Dr. Ing. Ernst Cloos

The Doering family in 1857.

Albert Doering

Friedrich Wilhelm Cloos

There is no future without a past – this conventional
wisdom proved itself true over and over again in the
history of DOERING GmbH. This being so, we are now
taking advantage of our 150th anniversary to pay tribute
to the achievements of the founders of our enterprise and
those who managed it in subsequent generations. Albert
Doering, Ing. Fritz Cloos, Dr. Ing. Ernst Cloos and Dipl.Ing. Ulrich Cloos provided the strength which transformed
our iron foundry into what it is today: a powerful and
reliable partner for the automotive, toolmaking, mechanical-engineering and processing industries. Being proud of
the commitment and devotion to duty of our former
leaders, we intend to go on managing the affairs of
DOERING GmbH guided by their ideas and their
entrepreneurial spirit.

Beer and
Brandy at the High Road
to Operating a Foundry.
From Selling

1511

Up to 1822

1822

1858

The future premises of
DOERING GmbH form
part of the agricultural
domain "Sinner Hof",
sold to Count Johann V
of Nassau by the noble
family of Haiger in that
year.

The "Sinner Hof" is operated as a princely leasehold
by the counts of NassauDillenburg. Leaseholders
are assisted by socmen
from the surrounding
villages in provisioning
the princely household at
Dillenburg.

The buildings of the
"Sinner Hof" are put
up for sale. Fields and
grassland are leased
out. In 1842, mayor
Doering of Herborn
acquires part of the
"Sinner Hof" buildings.

On May 28, the
mayor‘s son, Albert
Doering, founds his
own enterprise at the
age of 21. At first, he
uses an old smithy as
his workshop, to which
he later adds a shed.

Advertisement announcing the
opening of the business.

Historical entrance of the "Sinner Hof".

Once, the present-day domicile of DOERING GmbH was an agricultural domain called "Sinner Hof" owned
by the noble family of Haiger. In 1511, the farm was sold to Count Johann V of Nassau-Dillenburg, after
which it was operated as a princely leasehold for some centuries. In 1822, the farm buildings were put up for
sale.
The DOERING era began in 1842, when mayor Doering of Herborn, the father of Albert Doering, bought part
of the "Sinner Hof". The buildings he acquired, which included a brandy distillery and an adjacent beer
brewery situated "at the high road", were destined to become the cradle of the DOERING company. Initially,
the family operated the brewery, the distillery, and a public house and engaged in farming. On May 28, 1858,
Albert Doering founded his own company, starting a mechanical-engineering workshop on the "Sinner Hof"
premises. A gifted tinkerer and inventor, he not only did repair jobs but also built machines of every
conceivable kind to his customers‘ specifications, from steam engines and mining equipment to fire engines
and pumps.

1861

1875

1878

1887

Merchant Johann
Heinrich Hoffmann,
Albert Doering‘s
brother-in-law,
acquires a share in the
company which now
assumes the name
"DOERING &
HOFFMANN".

Johann Heinrich
Hoffmann leaves the
company which is
renamed "ALBERT
DOERING GmbH".
Hoffmann goes on to
found today‘s
"Herborner Pumpenfabrik".

The first new buildings
spring up, including a
foundry. The product
portfolio includes water
pipes, fittings, and
piston pumps.

Albert Doering receives
a patent from the
Imperial Patent Office
on a device for
draining pumps.

View of the company‘s premises from the Sinn high road.

Fire Pumps and
Other Components
Fade from View – the Yoke
of the First World War.

1905

1914

The founder of the company, Albert Doering
sr., dies aged 68 shortly after moving into his
residence, Villa DOERING. During his lifetime,
the company had expanded considerably. His
sons, Albert jr. and Carl, take over the
management of the company as business
and technical directors.

The First World War breaks out. Carl Doering
is conscripted. Dipl.-Ing. Brenner is appointed
to deputise for him as technical manager.

At the World Exhibition of 1911,
ALBERT DOERING GmbH was awarded a grand
gold medal for its tree stump puller "Stendal".

An official document and a receipt from 1907 and 1903.

After the death of the founder, Albert Doering sr., his sons Albert jr. and Carl took over the management of the
company. "Always be prepared" – following this maxim of their dead father, the two saw to it that a variety of
articles were always manufactured in parallel, adding constantly to the product range. Production became so
diverse that the management had to be divided, with Albert Doering jr. and Carl taking over as business and
technical directors, respectively.
The rising company suffered its first setback when the First World War (1914 - 1918) broke out. More than half
the workforce was called up for military service, including Carl Doering. Like many other companies, DOERING
was confronted with the alternative of either closing down or producing war material. It was decided to continue
the business and manufacture artillery shells.

1914 - 1918

1918

To avert closure, the company manufactures
artillery shells. War material is being produced
at a hectic pace.

After the end of the World War, inflation sets
in, causing grave problems.

View of the factory gate.

An early exhibition stand of ALBERT DOERING GmbH.

The

Setbacks

of the

Twenties – the End of

ALBERT DOERING GmbH
and a Fresh Start.

1923

1935

After the end of the War, inflation, the currency
reform, and the loss of outstanding debts
combine to bring the company ever more
deeply into trouble.

The Doering brothers sell the enterprise to
Friedrich Wilhelm Cloos and his wife. Retaining
22.6% of the shares, Carl Doering retires on a
pension.

Planning permission from 1937.

Advertisement for the tree
stump puller "Stendal".

Production hall in 1935.

After the First World War, the company‘s business dragged its feet and funds were scarce. In 1923, the situation
deteriorated further because of inflation and the currency reform. In addition, there were losses of receivables
outstanding from major customers, such as Borsig of Berlin and Herwig of Dillenburg. The Black Friday of 1929
and the general unemployment of 1930 - 1933 dealt the final blow, forcing the Doering brothers to sell an
enterprise that had been in the family for 77 years.
In 1935, Vice Consul Friedrich Wilhelm Cloos, the director of a mining company, acquired most of the DOERING
shares together with his wife, Anna. Retaining 22.6% of the shares, Carl Doering left the company on a pension.
Having served in the management of the company since 1914, Dipl.-Ing. Brenner retained his post as technical
director. Dipl.-Ing. Ernst Cloos, the son of Friedrich Wilhelm Cloos, handled all formalities of the sale through an
operating company established for the purpose.

1936

1937

The company keeps the name "ALBERT
DOERING GmbH". Nominated by the new
shareholders, Heinrich Henkel is appointed
general manager.

Having completed his engineering studies, Ing.
Fritz Cloos, the son of Friedrich Wilhelm Cloos,
takes over the management of the company.
Heinrich Henkel leaves the management.

Tapping iron from a cupola furnace.

View of the turning shop.

Rise to
Former Greatness
and the Losses of the
The

Second World War.

1938

1944

1945

Working as a junior civil servant
in the Ruhr mining industry,
Ernst Cloos is awarded a patent
on the standard chute, a spiral
chute made of chilled cast iron
that prevents breakage in the
transport of coal and dead rock
in mines.

Ernst Cloos obtains a doctorate
at Wroclav University with a
mathematical thesis on lignite
mining.

The two brothers Dr. Ing. Ernst
Cloos (technical director) and
Amando Cloos MD (business
director) rebuild the company.

The turning shop.

Assembly of universal tool milling machines.

Managed by Ing. Fritz Cloos, the DOERING Company rose again to its former greatness. However, the Second
World War brought fresh setbacks after 1939. Thus, Fritz Cloos was called up for military service and died in
the last days of the war in 1945. Doing duty as a Bergrat (mining councillor) in the Silesian mining industry,
Dipl.-Ing. Ernst Cloos managed the company from Silesia between 1939 and 1945. In 1938, when he was
working as a junior civil servant in the Ruhr mining industry, he invented a spiral chute made of chilled cast iron
designed to prevent breakage in the transport of coal and dead rock in the mines. Patent-protected, this
so-called standard chute became the product that secured the existence of the company in the years of the war.
In 1945, the business was temporarily closed down by the American occupying forces but later rebuilt by the
brothers Dr. Ing. Ernst Cloos and Amando Cloos MD.

1946

1949

1950

1958

At the end of the year,
the DOERING Company
again employs a
workforce of 112.

Friedrich Wilhelm
Cloos dies on
September 22 in
Montforte de Lemos
(Spain).

Production begins to
expand again after
the setback caused by
the currency reform of
1948. Milling machines
are added to the
product portfolio.

In the year of its
centennial, the
DOERING company
employs a workforce
of 350. The company
is still managed by
Dr. Ing. Ernst Cloos and
his brother,
Amando Cloos MD.

The factory yard in the late 50s.

Guests at the 1958 centennial.

New Paths
after a Century
Commotion.

Treading

of

1967

1969

1972

1979

Cylpebs are added
to the product range.
Ulrich Cloos graduates
from Karlsruhe
Technical University
with a diploma in
mechanical and
process engineering
and joins the company
one year later.

Cylpeb production
grows rapidly. As the
only company selling
these grinding bodies,
DOERING secures a
large customer base at
home and abroad and
acquires the Holzhausen iron works.

Amando Cloos MD dies
on April 23, leaving his
shares to his 9-year-old
daughter, Christiane.
Dr. Fritz Meckel joins
Dipl.-Ing. Ulrich Cloos
as Managing Director.

Dr. Ing. Ernst Cloos
dies on April 20 at
the age of 70.

Cylpeb production was launched in 1967.

Melting operation in the 70s.

From the early 50s, the company boomed thanks to the quality of its management and the dedication of its
workforce. As the years went by, it widened its product range to include heavy valves and fittings, wear plates
for the mining industry, and milling machines.
In the 60s, the DOERING Company was among those that were hit hard by the crisis in the lignite mining sector
which arose when hard coal was largely substituted by oil, which cost less than DM 0.15 per litre at the time.
The mining industry stopped installing spiral chutes, bringing sales of wear plates almost to a standstill. Because
of a market glut, the cost of producing heavy fittings and tool milling machines rose above the break-even point.
Even large manufacturers of tool milling machines became insolvent later on.
While still at university, Ulrich Cloos, the son of Dr. Ernst Cloos, visited the production facilities of the cylpebs
licence holder Ekelöf in Sweden together with DOERING executives in January 1967. Recognising immediately
the long-range significance of the product, Ulrich Cloos managed to conclude a license agreement on the spot.
Cylpebs are cylindrical grinding bodies made of chilled cast iron which are used to this day to break up cement,
silica sand, and ore in a variety of mills. Based on its experience with chilled cast iron, the DOERING company
simplified the production process and made crucial improvements to the technology of the requisite casting
machines. Cylpeb production increased so quickly that an additional iron works had to be operated at
Holzhausen near Homburg/Efze from 1969 to 1979 to cover the export demand.

1985

1991

1993

1995

DOERING GmbH &
Co. KG is established
to satisfy commerciallaw requirements.
Renamed DOERING
Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbH, DOERING
GmbH provides the
management as
managing partner.

Dr. jur. Fritz Meckel
leaves the management of the company.
He is replaced by the
former operating
manager, Dieter Horz.

On January 1, DOERING
International is established to handle all future
import and export activities. Its managing directors are Dipl.-Ing. Ulrich
Cloos and Ulrich Adams.

A quality management
system is introduced and
certified under DIN EN
ISO 9002:1994.

Loading a shipment of Cylpebs for Liberia at the port of Bremen.

Cylpebs are used in ball and vertical mills.

DOERING Products – as
Individual as Your Requirements.
In the Past 150 Years
as well as in the Future.

1998

2000

2001

2002

Dipl.-Ing. Bernhard
Cloos, the son of Ulrich
Cloos, joins the
management of the
company after his
graduation. The
pattern-making section
commissions its first
CNC milling machine
and its first CAD workstation. Production
concentrates on
polysterene patterns
for full-mould casting
process.

Bernhard Cloos
succeeds Dieter Horz
as Managing Director.
Casting production
completes the changeover to the full-mould
process. Operations
begin in the newly-built
fettling shop.

Foundry enlargement begins with the
construction of a new
knock-out station and a
shot-blasting chamber.
The moulding-sand
conditioning station is
enlarged as well.
A new pattern shop
with an additional
CNC milling machine is
commissioned.

The company reassumes
the name of DOERING
GmbH.
The first half of the
foundry hall including
the new knock-out
station has its roof
height increased to
12 metres and its crane
capacity enhanced to
80 tons without interrupting operations.

Modern CAD/CAM and NC milling technologies
permit designing patterns precisely and in the briefest
possible time.
Patterns being designed on a PC.

Development was the hallmark of the period from the 80s to the present day. Cylpeb production capacities were
increased and product quality was improved. He himself as well as all other licencees having failed in the
production of cylpebs, Mr Ekelöf ceded all his licensing rights to DOERING. On its part, DOERING concluded
licence agreements with Iral of Instanbul, Siderurgia Sao Sebastiao in Brazil, Commonwealth Steel in Australia,
and Eclipse in South Africa.
In 1988, DOERING set up its own pattern-making shop. The significance of the full-mould process in the
production of castings for the toolmaking and mechanical-engineering industries kept growing, and almost all
auto manufacturers in western and northern Europe were acquired as customers. From its range of special
valves and fittings, DOERING retained foot valves, a niche product designed to prevent backflow in pump plants.
Employing a workforce of more than 150 today, DOERING is still on the fast lane with sales of more than
26 million Euros in 2007, and the company is certain to remain a strong partner for the automotive,
toolmaking, mechanical-engineering, and processing industries in the future.

2004

2007

2008

Having reached the age of 65,
Ulrich Cloos retires after
36 years of service. The roof of
the second half of the foundry
hall is raised as well. The global
mining boom causes the
demand for grinding bodies to
increase. There is particularly
great interest in smaller Cylpebs
for fine grinding.

A 20-ton induction holding
furnace is commissioned so that
the growing demand for
smaller Cylpebs can be met
more flexibly. Construction of
another moulding shop for
large castings begins. An
environmental management
system is introduced and
certified successfully. More than
12,000 tons of castings and
8,000 tons of Cylpebs are
produced.

A new moulding shop
with a crane capacity of
100 tons is commissioned.
A workforce of more than
150 is employed in the
year of jubilee.

Making a mould with a polysterene pattern.

Pouring process.
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